
1. Introduction To DBSync GSuite Backup

Introduction

DBSync GSuite Backup ensures protection of your data across various applications such as Gmail, Google Drive, Google Calendar and Google
Contacts. Over 50% of data loss can be attributed to users making mistakes. Any loss of data no matter the size can cause not only financial
losses, but also unnecessary stress. DBSync Gsuite Backup provides a peace of mind that your organization is protected from data loss and/or
deletions.

Why DBSync GSuite Backup?

DBSync GSuite Backup provides real time backups including versioning control of your Google workspace data which includes Gmail, Google
Drive, Google Contacts and Google Calendar. Automated Daily Backups ensure critical Google Workspace data including emails, folders, labels
and sheets are protected from accidental and/or malicious data deletions. With DBSync Gsuite Back, the administrators have the ability to control
which google services they would like to backup for each user.

DBSync GSuite Backup secures an organization’s backed up data in select cloud storage databases- these storage bins include GCP, AWS etc.
Google Workspace administrators select the cloud storage database center during registration. It guarantees 100% recovery of all backed up
data. Restoration of all backed up Google Workspace data is possible with a click of a button for all Google services. Hierarchy of restored
folders/files are retained after data deletion events, making this restoration process seamless.

Benefits of DBSync GSuite Backup

Automated Backup: Daily incremental backups to secure cloud storages such as AWS, GCP and Azure etc
Restore: Fully restore 100% of your data, preserving folder hierarchy
Version control: Access to various versions of your backed up data
Fast Search: Fast search to assist you in easily locating desired backed up data
Real time backups which you can monitor daily, weekly or monthly basis
Easy, fast and secure

Features:

Gmail Account Recovery

DBSync GSuite Backup securely protects your Gmail account data from the most commonly found user errors. It allows you to set up a specific
schedule for any convenient time to receive automated daily and on-demand Gmail Backup. You can easily choose what emails will be backed
up, by excluding or including certain labels or folders. Our core feature that guarantees you a stress-free life is the ability to restore Gmail with the
same label hierarchy all in a single click. Easily find and select lost emails to be restored within seconds.

Google Drive Recovery

Using DBSync GSuite Backup, you can take measures to secure your online files. An automated cloud-to-cloud Google Drive backup solution for
data loss disasters giving you peace of mind through scheduled backups of your Drive.

An option to preselect folders for Google Drive backup also gives you added control by allowing users to exclude or include certain folders for
scheduled backups, so losing access to the files most important to you is no longer an issue.

Within seconds it allows you to easily restore accidentally trashed files, restore access to your shared files, restore previous versions of your files,
and recover owner-deleted files.

Google Contacts Recovery

The address book is increasing annually with many new notes. Colleagues, contractors, friends, there are hundreds of notes of information about
our network. To protect from data loss disaster, use cloud-to-cloud daily to back up to a secure cloud storage. To recover Google Contacts, you
may select the label, group, or even contact.

Google Calendar Recovery

Backup Google Calendar automatically, daily, to secure cloud storage to restore Google Calendar data in a click. You may search any needed
Google Calendar event and easily restore the specific calendar.
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